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Xian Night View Tour to Big Wild Goose Pagoda
Title:Xian Night View Tour to Big Wild Goose Pagoda
Duration: 3 hours (6:00 p.m- 9:00p.m)
Meeting point: Hotel
Place to visit: City Wall, Big Wild Goose Pagoda, Tang Dynasty Sleepless City
Overview: Xian has recently become a online celebrity city in China, one of the major reason is
its splendid night views that draw tons of tourists visiting. Take this three hour trip will enable you
to enjoy the most glamorous part of Xian at night. City Wall may seem aged at day time, but it is
so modern at night under the shower of colorful lights. Going south, you will be deeply attracted
by the majestic view of another must-see site - Big Wild Goose Pagoda. Surround by crowds
moving around, elders practicing Chinese calligraphy, middle-aged folks dancing and singing, you
will have a mixed feeling of being into old times space. Following the lead of your guide, you will
go to the Tang Dynasty Sleepless City to be further astonished by the great night view.
Price:

Highlights:
1. Follow your guide and find a better spot for night view appreciation;
2. Be immersed into the majestic night scene of this ancient city;
3. Enjoy a splendid Fountain Show in Big Wild Goose Pagoda;
4. Learn about a couple of famous Tang-era poets, physicians, politicians, etc..

Detailed Itinerary
Being picked up from your hotel, you will commence this amazing night tour.
Your first site is City Wall. Built in Sui Dynasty, Xian Ancient City Wall has endured a lot up and
downs. It’s always there to protect Xianese whenever there is a invasion. Nowadays, it has retired
from its protection duty, yet still functioning as a cultural symbol of Xian. At night when all lights
are on, the common-like City Wall becomes lively again.
Following the historical city wall, you will get to Big Wild Goose Pagoda. Coming here, the most
important view you must not miss is the Fountain Show. Located in the north square of Big Wild
Goose Pagoda, this fountain is the largest one in Asia. The glamorous and sensual show deserves
people to make their way out of the big crowds. Upon the music begins, the water spout will
spread instantly like a blooming flower. The shape changes with the music, making people feel
with the singing. After the fountain show, the Big Wild Goose Pagoda becomes the major scene
again. You will see middle-aged locals dancing, singing, playing, practicing calligraphy or
shuttlecock, etc.. Some young people may prefer to access the gift shops or ghost houses or
restaurants.
Adjacent to Big Wild Goose Pagoda, Tang Dynasty Sleepless City is right ahead of you. Right
across the great Monk Xuan Zang, you will see the sculpture of Jian Zhen, another famous monk
in Tang Dynasty. Unlike Xuan Zang journeying to India for Buddhism scriptures, Jian Zhen went
to Japan 6 sixes to spread Buddhism culture and promote cultural communication between two
nations. Follow Jian Zhen’s sculpture, you will encounter a couple of other celebrities covering
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from physicians, poets, calligraphist, and emperors. With the introduction from your guide, you
will have a thorough understanding of the prosperous Tang Dynasty.
You will be transferred back to your hotel to absorb such a experience.

What’s important:

What’s included:

Public transfer service

Licensed Chinese- English bilingual speaking tour guide.

Bottled water.

What’s not included:

Personal expenses or private entertainment items in sites.

Tips or gratuities for guide if he/she did a good job(recommended)

What to take: smile and a relaxing heart.

Good to know:

1. There would be a lot of crowds in Big Wild Goose Pagoda, please follow your guide closely.

2. The City Tour tour is only an glimpse outside. The tickets should be taken care by you if you

want to go inside, in which case the duration in other place would have to be reduced. Any extra

time will incur compensation to your guide.

3. In case you want to enjoy local snacks or have a experience of some activities during the tour,

please pay on your own on spot.

FAQ:

1. Can I start earlier for this trip?

Re: Sure, you can start earlier, but the total tour should last 3 hours. You may wander after the tour

on your own.

2. Can we require private transfer as we are staying a little far from city?
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Re: Yes, Lilysun China Tours can provide private transfer service for you. You just need to pay

extra.

3. Is Big Wild Goose Pagoda far from City Wall?

Re: It’s not far as we will arrange you to visit the south part of the City Wall. It’s the part with best

views.


